
U10 Game Objectives

On completion move the check to the box 



The importance of game objectives

Introduction 

At the end of the game the score tells one story of the result and how we arrived there. 

Without objectives we focus on the scorer and outside factors such as officials, fields and weather 

conditions. Without objectives we leave the field with less players being successful, less achieved in 

games and if we win less things to work on in training 

CC United players strive to achieve objectives. The importance of more people understanding will aid 

progress. The Objectives will aid team performance, giving a better understanding on how the team works 

and plays. The objectives are vital in team assessment and for individuals spending time with the ball

These objectives allow parents to understand the game one piece at a time

Procedure 

Each week the coach will work towards a game objective. The game objectives are listed in order that the 

players need to accomplish. It may be possible to achieve more than one objective in a game. The coach 

will move on when the team demonstrates a recognition of when/ how to execute

The following slides list game objectives. The coach should keep parents in the loop as to what they see 

and what they have trained on so that the players can be praised correctly on both sides of the field 
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Why this formation?

1. Has a player in every zone in Defenders, midfielders and strikers

2. Makes a lot of triangles giving opportunities to switch the field

3. Forces our team to play through the team and not direct 

4. With more choice's players must use certain skill sets for each role

5. Stretches opponents with our width

6. Forces our Goalkeeper to play out of the back increasing technical 

development and tactical awareness

7. Gives realistic central midfield options

8. With more choices in positions and zones players will have the 

opportunity to play in more different roles 

9. Allows for Under 11 goals in overlaps 



Game Objective 1  

Maintain  shape with a moving ball -

Have a ball in play and while passing around have the players maintain their shape 

On success slowly add pressure. Go over shape and team movement 
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Game Objective 2  

Maintain  shape with a moving ball –utilizing the goalkeeper  

Pass around and maintain team shape. On success add pressure. Go over shape and 

team movement. Use goalkeeper to draw players close to your goal 
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Game Objective 3

Comfortable passing back to the goalkeeper- close                                                                               

Note: As the ball is travels back to the keeper 3 things will happen

1. The central defenders will provide width 

2. Wide players push forwards 

3. The midfielder will drop in centrally

For better picture see playing from a goal kick ( U9) 
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Game Objective 3

Comfortable passing back to the goalkeeper- far                                                                                 

Note: As the ball is travels back to the keeper 3 things will happen

1. The central defenders will provide width 

2. Wide players push forwards 

3. The midfielder will drop in centrally

For better picture see playing from a goal kick ( U9) 
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Game Objective 4

In Game Goalkeeper draws in pressure 

Note: The ball is at the goal keepers' feet either from a back pass or from a save and 

then placed down. The goalkeeper must have confidence to hold the ball at their feet to 

create an outlet

Timing and awareness is key. In the older ages this will control the speed of play. 
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Game Objective 5

Overlaps 

When the wide player gets the ball from any player the defender overlaps and gets 

forward into an attacking position 
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Game Objective 6

Throw in- check 

To create an open player from a throw in 

The receiving player is marked so they move long and check (moves quickly) to the ball  

Ball 

Player 
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Game Objective 6
Ball 

Player 

Throw in - spin

To create an open player from a throw in the receiving player is marked so they move 

towards the ball,  spin and runs into the space behind
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Game Objective 6

Throw in – in and out 

To create an open player from a throw in The receiving player is marked so he spins and 

runs into the space behind

The Defender follows. The midfielder checks into the space  

Ball 

Player 
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Game Objective 7

Corners 

1. Short pass 

2. The cross to the middle

3. The corner of the box 

Kicker must be able to see all 3 and the players choose an option based on pressure
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Game Objective 7

Corners 

The players move into these positions as the ball is put down 

The players choose an option based on pressure 
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1. Team Shape with a moving ball 

2. Utilize the goalkeeper for possession 

3. Passing back to the goalkeeper

4. Goalkeeper drawing pressure 

5. Overlaps

6. Throw-ins check, spin, in and out 

7. Corners – static and movement 

Checklist 


